
Barrel saunas, bath barrels, steam rooms, tube 



About us
The idea of establishing the company originated directly from nature. The first contact with bath barrel took place in 

the tundras of Lapland where the barrel was gaining major popularity at that time. There is no more enjoyable 

experience full of excitement than to follow the play of polar lights in the relaxing bath barrel. There is no noble and 

grander feeling than to admire the view to Mont Blanc from the glass window of aromatic sauna room.The same way as 

the mountains embody majestic energy, mysticism, vigour and determination, our products bear the names of almighty 

mountains with respect. The initial aims were quite modest and originated from the big wish to produce one barrel a 

day. The latter goal turned fast into a growth with the annual production of over 800 products a year. In addition to 

bath barrels different sauna models were added to the production from year to year. Although our product choice 

today satisfies also the dreams of the most demanding sauna gourmand, we still daily deal with the top-level product 

development and innovation.

We have distributors in 9 countries. The progress is measurable. We are born happily, as every day we can do what we 

like: promote sauna culture and bring more joy to each day of people.
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Bath barrel  Lugano
Bath barrel  Caldaro
Bath barrel  Garda
Bath barrel  Albano
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Oval sauna Everest
Oval sauna Elbrus
Tube sauna Ararat
Tube sauna Mont-Blanc
Sauna  Makalu
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Tube sauna Goverla
Tube sauna Cristallo
Tube sauna Annapurna
Sauna  Midi

Saunas Bath barrels



Everest

2400 m
m

3200 mm
29

50
 m

m

1300 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Everest is our newest and most 
representative sauna. The high-quality 
finish has made this sauna popular 
among people who appreciate 
originality and elegance.
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1400 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Elbrus
Elbrus is the big brother of Everest. In 
addition to the steam room and the hall-
way, this oval sauna also has a washing 
room. An ideal solution for places where 
washing facilities are located further 
afield.

2400 m
m

4400 mm

29
50

 m
m
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1200 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Ararat
Ararat can be seen as a small sauna, but 
in fact it is quite spacious. Combination 
of simplicity and style result in a 
practical and beautiful sauna.

2400 m
m

2700 mm

24
00

 m
m
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1300 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Mont-Blanc
Mont-Blanc is a larger version of Ararat. 
In addition to the roof area and steam 
room, there is also an entrance hall, 
which makes visiting sauna more 
pleasant in a case of bad weather. Our 
most popular sauna!

2400 m
m

3960 mm

24
00

 m
m
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700 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Makalu
Makalu is the sauna, which started it all. 
It is our first sauna which was put into 
production. Simple, convenient and 
practical.

2400 mm
2400 mm

29
50

 m
m
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800 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Goverla
With its round and distinctive design, 
Goverla has proven to be very popular 
among our Latvian neighbors.

2000 mm

2440 mm

20
00

 m
m
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850 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Cristallo
This is exactly the same sauna as 
Goverla. Only that the rear wall of the 
steam room is made entirely out of 
glass. Adds spaciousness and 
uniqueness to the sauna.

20
00

 m
m

2700 mm

2000 mm
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1400 kg

Treated with wood oil

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Thermowood

Annapurna
Annapurna is one of our largest saunas, 
which, in addition to the steam room 
and the hallway, also has a large roof 
area. Ideal for locations that are a little 
further away from the house or terrace.

2400 m
m

4500 mm

24
00

 m
m
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Spruce

800 kg

Stoveman R13

4 - 6 people

Midi
Midi is based on simplicity and 
practicality. It stands out from others 
with its simple design.

2000 m
m

3000 mm

22
00

 m
m
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Lugano
This is our most exclusive bath barrel. 
Underwater LED lighting and bubble 
function lift the mood and the glass 
plastic interior is used for easier 
maintenance.

ca 250 kg 1.9 meters

4 - 6 peopleThermowood
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Caldaro
Our biggest bath barrel in the product 
range. Glass plastic interior makes the 
maintenance of the product easier.

ca 200 kg 2 meters

4 - 6 peopleThermowood
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Garda
A bath barrel with an external wood 
burning heater which has a glass plastic 
interior. Simple, comfortable and does 
not require constant maintenance.

ca 200 kg 1.7 meters

4 - 6 peopleSpruce
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Albano
Albano is made out of spurce and 
doesn't have a glass plastic interior. This 
reflects natural approach and is there-
fore one of our most popular products.

ca 200 kg 1.7 meters

4 - 6 peopleSpruce



Lemmik Mees OÜ

+372 5905 4146
kaspar.lemmikmees@gmail.com

Sihva küla, Otepää vald, Valgamaa 67301


